DDS Rescue
A recovery solution built for the dental industry

Your data is the most valuable asset in your office.
While you know how important it is to back up your computers, the real issue is the time it could take to get your practice back up and running if you have a server crash, power outage or natural disaster. DDS Rescue is the most reliable emergency restore solution available.

The DDS Rescue System Includes:
• Onsite redundant server
• Online backup to the cloud in two secure locations
• Easy installation via web interface
• U.S.-based monitoring 24-hours a day
• 3-year replacement warranty (up to 1 unit per year)
• Red-carpet recovery service

Technical Specifications:
• Linux operating system
• Quad core CPU
• Several systems available to accommodate practices of all sizes: 250 GB, 500 GB, 1 TB RAID1 or larger
• GPS tracking device built into unit
• Simple web interface with 5-minute set-up

Contact your Patterson representative or call 800.294.8504 for more information.
What Is DDS Rescue?

Onsite System
A Redundant Server at Your Office
DDS Rescue™ includes an onsite unit – a redundant server – for common network failures, which, in most cases, can get your office back up and running in 10 minutes. Think of it as a high-tech spare tire for your practice.

Online System
Your Programs & Data – Stored Securely in the Cloud
In addition to backups on your onsite redundant server, the system routinely copies these files to the cloud. Your programs and data are backed up online and stored in multiple, encrypted facilities. If your office is destroyed, your complete server can be accessed via the web so you can view files and manage your business remotely.

U.S.-Based Monitoring 24 Hours a Day
Every Backup Is Verified
Onsite and offsite systems are monitored and tested to make sure all backed-up data is current, should you need a fast restore.

Easy Installation
And Help If You Need It
You do not need a network professional onsite to install DDS Rescue. Simply plug the DDS Rescue unit into your network and the rest will be handled remotely.

Why DDS Rescue?

• Fastest and most predictable restore possible. In most cases, get your office up and running in 10 minutes or less

• Most reliable backup possible. Never worry again about the quality of your backups

• Built for dental. DDS Rescue is HIPAA and HITECH compliant. Your data never leaves your practice unencrypted

Q: What’s your most valuable asset?

A: Your data!

The dental office of today derives its value from patient information and equipment. Without your patient information, where would your practice be?

DDS Rescue is “Business Continuity”

• Instant recovery with no network reconfiguration
• Saves you from downtime costs
• Managed system ensures recovery

Contact your Patterson representative or call 800.294.8504 for more information.